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Lea Szwaja, Our Future, digital photograph,
2022

Darriel Jeffree, Mordialloc Dream, digital
photograph, 2021

Artist Statement: Our children are our
inspiration for 2030.

Artist Statement: Sailing is a carbon neutral sport.
The boats require no fuel and, once built, they
require no further oil based products and produce no
pollution into the atmosphere or into the sea.

Fiona Duong, Ride Green, digital photograph, 2021
Artist Statement: With endless carbon emitting
vehicles in sight, I take a ride down the Westall Road
Extension knowing that I am the greater of two.
Equipped with the ability to emit no greenhouse gases
and to promote sustainable travel, I ride with
confidence.

Shanaya Perera, Art Studio, digital photograph,
2021
Artist Statement: Shanaya would like an art
studio in her 20 minute neighbourhood.

Kristina Kraskov, Abandoned #1, digital
photograph, 2022
Artist Statement: Abandoned #1 is the first in a
series capturing semi-demolished houses and giving
them the appearance of being lived in, before they
are gone forever. The work responds to the theme
by utilising the oppositional imagery of both growth
and destruction and the location of the photograph;
these elements spark conversations around
sustainable housing practices. The context of a
property development alludes to the growing issues
of suburban heat pockets due to overdevelopment
and waste generated by the building industry. The
presence of a large growing tree and a human
making a home gives the work elements of optimism
for a more sustainable future.

Kristy Marshall, CERES @ MAP, digital photograph,
2022
Andrew Bosworth, 3000 years of Climate
data, digital photograph, 2022
Artist Statement: These structures capture
climate change by the amount of growth each
year. They are a record of humans
stewardship of Planet Earth. Photo: Hastings
Caves - Tasmania 2022

Artist Statement: This is a fish eyed photo of an
exterior wall mounted map at CERES : a community
environmental park & education centre that is
celebrating 40 yrs as a sustainability hub on
Wurundjeri country in East Brunswick Melbourne. The
site beside Merri Creek was once quarried for
bluestone then turned into a landfill zone & has been
revitalised into a thriving urban garden with a network
of social enterprises & learning pathways supporting a
clean green future to reduce our carbon footprint.
CERES is an award winning not for profit organisation
that acts on a climate & ecology emergency

Reyhaneh Pordel, Ecofriendly Twins, digital
photograph, 2021
Artist Statement: Cycling is the most sustainable
urban transport mode, feasible for short & mediumdistance trips. Cycling causes virtually no
environmental damage, promotes health through
physical activity, takes up little space and is
economical, both indirect and public infrastructure
costs. Cycling is environmentally, socially and
economically sustainable. Also, bike-sharing has
been around in various forms for decades, but it is
now growing at extraordinary rates; it increases the
availability of bikes, the flexibility of routing, and
access to and from public transport. Bike-sharing
systems integrate into mobility packages, including
public transport, car-sharing and Uber-like taxi
services, all of which provide alternatives to the
private car.

Jodie Barrile, The path to healing, digital photograph,
2022
Artist Statement: Each step we take down the path
to a zero-emissions future works towards healing the
damage that has been done. In this photo, we see the
path to healing with the beautiful flowers blooming
amongst manmade creations.

Tony Harding, Green and Sustainable, digital
photograph, 2022

Hunter Hall, Stadium, digital photograph, 2021
Artist Statement: Hunter would like a stadium
in his 20 minute neighbourhood.

Artist Statement: This image encapsulates the
emerging and future application of sustainable
renewable power in 2030 founded on high-end,
industrial-grade wind farm technology. It is
presented through the angular perspective of the
surrounding lush, green environment bereft of
power lines and other representations of older
incarnations of power generation.

Lissa Strauss, Gently I go, digital photograph,
2022
Artist Statement:
Gently I go,
Looking at what I leave behind,
Inventing,
Repurposing
Rethinking,
So as to leave nothing behind.

Stephen Brown, I see the light, digital photograph,
2022
Artist Statement: Power from the Sun, wind and
tides is the way to go. This soon to be commissioned
solar farm supplying power to Melbourne Water's
Eastern Treatment Plant which supplies recycled
water to thousands of Melbourne homes. The plant
also manufactures 40% of it's energy use from
methane produced from it's sewerage processing.

To arrive at a zero emission future, 2030, we need
to look at the familiar in a new way. The image
represents a bike using new technology. The
shadow represents thinking about what we leave
behind. The image is divided into two - the space
between shadow and wheel is the journey of
arriving at zero emission.

Varun Manivannan, Clean Future, digital
photograph, 2022

Quogo Smith, The Tree, digital photograph, 2022

Artist Statement: The idea of harvesting power
from wind is a brilliant idea and a sustainable one. It
is important for human beings to co-exist with our
flora and fauna, The picture here is a visual
imagination for making wind turbines safer for our
birds.

Artist Statement: The composition is focused
only on one thing: the tree. It is a symbolic
representation for all of us to think green, to be
more environmentally conscious now in how we
conduct our lives for a greener 2030.

Helena Xuereb, fragility, digital photograph, 2021

Justin Charlestio, Focus On The Future, 2D
Digital Art, 2022
Artist Statement: Let's embrace the nature around
us deeply and responsibly. Future is the new
sophisticated green and let's create a more
sustainable society by focusing on environmental
preservation for the sake of our quality life and
future generations. A zero emissions future is
mission possible! Let's focus and vision it together.

Artist Statement: This photograph captures a sense
of weight depicted in the sturdy rope that is supported
by the strength of the tree and it's roots. In contrast,
the delicate piece of clothing represents the fragility
and it's ability to move which is influenced by the
actions of us as individuals.
Perhaps the photograph was taken 50 years ago or
maybe it is from our future. Either way our actions are
always going to influence climate change and the
environment we live in. Consequently, the weight is in
our hands to make impactful changes and start starts
with ourselves.
Photographed in Aireys Inlet along The Great Ocean
Road. Acknowledgment of the Wadawurrung Nation.

Rose Goodson, Breathe, digital photograph,
2022
Artist Statement: The yellow tinge suffused
throughout is a motif indicating ocean acidification
which is changing the ocean’s chemistry harmful
to all life on earth. The sky as the beach swash
represents the air we breathe and its connection
to the ocean: the real lungs of our planet. The
windmills pose as a reminder for everyone to use
sustainable energy where possible as a means of
producing power in our everyday lives.

Rose Agnew, The War Within, video, 2022
Artist Statement: My long-standing fear of fascism
has been given new vigour in recent times. Climate
change unites us and affects every aspect of life. As
we diminish our resources conflict will grow
exponentially. The title refers to the internal schism
that occurs when extreme privations cause one to
behave in otherwise unthinkable ways. I am
compelled by the fly trap, and both fascinated and
repulsed by my reaction. Where are those thresholds
between our humanity and the rise of abhorrent
behaviours? I despair at a future that promises
ceaseless torment, where the monstrous emerges
from the mundane.
Watch the video online here.
(This video entry features sound)

Chelle Destefano, The Ghost Machine, video,
2022

Kasia Lynch, and the hairs on your skin stood on
end, video, 2022

Artist Statement: Watching sea line rise when
I lived in Adelaide for 18 years, from 21 years
old to 39. Adelaide beaches were wide but as
time ticked by, I drove from up that hill towards
the sea, the sea line seemed to grow thicker.
My gestural dance movements match the time
and spectrum of the rainbow is felt along the
timeline of change. As the sea line grows
thicker, the more I worry and speak out louder
to say “Look! It’s real!” I’m Deaf so this video
performance is silent and without captions so
you can feel my perspective.

Artist Statement: Through meditative walking
practices based on observing and notating weather
patterns, I fell into an unexpected collaboration with
the unseen kinetic energy of the wind.

Watch the video online here
(This video entry does not feature sound)

“and the hairs on your skin stood on end” is the first
iteration from a new series of moving-image works
that invite the viewer into a space of sensory
slowness.
Seduced by the winds intimate and sometimes
volatile relationship with visible material forms,
follow how it touches things to shiver and sway, or
to bend and shake.
All around us nature is dancing in elemental
choreographies of seemingly repetitious yet
infinitely unrepeatable forms and she is calling on
us to join her.
Watch the video in full here

Paul Fletcher, Tears of a River, video, 2022
Artist Statement: Rivers run through the land and
out to sea but also ‘run’ through ancient times and into
the future. The disruption or destruction of river health
and habitats would surely bring a tear to many rivers.
Watch the video online here.
(This video entry features sound)

Lucas Marsionis, Music Centre, digital
photograph, 2021
Artist Statement: Lucas would like a
music centre in his 20 minute
neighbourhood.

Tom Mikulic, our parks, video, 2022
Artist Statement: Ecological future of our parks
is in our hands.
Watch the video online here.
(This video entry does not feature sound)

Andrew Ashton, NAARM, video, 2021
Artist Statement: Clean skies, clean air, clean
water, is the centre piece of clean future. This
work captured NAARM (Port Phillip) at its cleanest
in modern times during the Covid lock down
period. The piece capture the majestic wonder of
one of our city’s most inspiring natural
environments, the work transports the viewer to a
world of lowed emissions and the possibility of
achieving and living a future that is cleaner.
Watch the video online here.
(This video entry features sound)

Todd Johnson, 3 weeks, 5 days, 7 hours
(Cheltenham Beach), analogue photograph,
2022
Artist Statement: This film photograph was
shot at Cheltenham Beach, then later
submerged in elements of sea water and
industrial waste found on site. Over a period
of three weeks, the film became malleable,
as colour layers stripped away, and the
minerals, bacteria and pollution of the water
slowly disintegrated the medium into material
abstraction. After film was left outside to dry,
bacteria and insects continued to eat away
the image, demolishing the pictorial, and
freeing the photo-object from the burden of
depiction. This decayed photograph
examines themes of environmental
destruction and entropy in the hope of
inspiring a zero emissions future.

Heather Markland, Less Power, More energy,
digital photograph, 2022
Artist Statement: Sometimes, we need to be like
bees in a sunflower...to abandon our mobile
phones, the TV, laptops, and other electronic
devices- and recharge in the natural
environment… to move around, and feel the sun
on our skin, breathing in the fragrances and the
sounds. Less power, more energy.
Image taken at Braeside Park community garden

Jessica Stokely, Maintaining our Natural
Environment, digital photograph, 2022
Artist Statement: This photograph represents
a focus on maintaining our natural environment
and follows the notion of the earth being our
only home. Rather than trying to find a solution
we need to be preventative in our action in
preserving what we already have and what we
have left in order to inspire a zero emissions
future.
The main reason behind why I chose this photo
is an appreciation for the natural beauty of our
oceans that we currently have. This drives my
passion for a zero emissions future so that we
can maintain the beauty that we already have.

Mark Forbes, What the sea wants, analogue
photograph, 2022
Artist Statement: The image reminds us that as
climate change accelerates, more often we are
seeing the impact of this on each of our daily lives.
Temperatures increase, sea levels rise, droughts &
floods become more common. The time for us all
to work together as one with the environment and
to reduce our emissions is now.

Jason Jones, Roentgen, digital
photograph, 2021

Daniel Murphy, Defiance, digital photograph, 2022
Artist Statement: With the destruction and
environmental degradation of our planet being
portrayed repetitively on a daily basis, this image
was more of a statement of hopeful resilience ,
defiance and a fight back by our ecosystem. The
defiantly lit yellow flowers set in oil and amongst a
backdrop of decaying carbon emissions show
strength, power and a will to survive and give hope
that our once pristine earth can, with a little help from
all of us, return to its former glory days.

Artist Statement: The bronchial form of
the tree tells a story of collective
breathing, analogous to the breaths that
each individual's lungs struggle to take.
The story is allegorical, every tree's
rustling in the wind whispering to us their
words of wisdom: Breathe together or not
at all. Here, the tree is a harbinger of our
own fate and questions us intensely. Are
the lungs of your home clean and clear?
What does the X-ray say?

Matt Harvey, Her world, digital
photograph, 2022
Artist Statement: This is Lulu, she is
13, and also my daughter. By 2030 Lulu
will be 22, and hopefully the world at her
feet, but her generation will be the most
affected by what happens today.
Climate change, careers, housing
affordability, etc, these are problems we
all face. What will be the world that
future generations inherit from us?

Nancy Morrison, IMAGINE, digital photograph,
2022
Artist Statement:
Imagine.
Inspiring our children today to create beautiful,
sustainable gardens.
Teaching this life skill.
Instilling love and respect for our planet and
succeed in growing our own food- that will go a
long way to fewer emissions.
This is the greatest gift of all.
Imagine.
'No need for greed or hunger
A brotherhood of man
Imagine all the people
Sharing all the world’. - John Lennon

Tess Rice, NECTAR OF THE GODS,
digital photograph, 2022
Artist Statement: This image was
taken in Ethiopia and is inspired by their
ways of making use of things on hand
and no wastage and also the way they
decorate their bodies and buildings.
This is a tree with wild honey baskets for
harvesting. Its is B&W with hand
colouring and gold leaf.

Elizabeth Szekely, Thalassophile, digital
photograph, 2022
Artist Statement: As we aim to move towards
a more sustainable lifestyle, I hope that humans
can truly see themselves as part of the planet,
living in harmony with nature. We are part of the
planet and it is part of us, within us. An abstract
human form filled with view of a lovely sunny
beach coveys humanity’s affinity and love of the
ocean. With positive steps taken toward the
future we can continue to enjoy these simple,
slow pleasures. The idea of this piece was
inspired by Matisse , who aimed to create
‘balance, purity and serenity’ in his artwork.

Andrew Rovenko, The Rocketgirl,
analogue photograph, 2021
Artist Statement: While the past
technological advances of the humankind
were enabled by the fossil fuels and
allowed us to get this far, the future of our
children depends on us being able to
move to clean energy as fast as we can. I
captured this image of my 4 year old
daughter in Highett, while she was playing
being a little astronaut. And while she
stands on this old barrel (just like on our
historical past) - her gaze directed into the
future inspires me to do what I can now to
ensure a better outcome for her.

Jack Carswell, Drive Fast, Grow
Slow, digital photograph, 2021
Artist Statement: The passing car
symbolises how vehicles are polluting
our air but a solution to this can be
balanced out by covering our homes in
greenery as seen in the distance. Cars
are producing CO2 at rapid rates and
if we were led by example of this
abode and we covered the majority of
our homes with plants, our CO2
pollution could potentially be
controlled, which would therefore lead
to a Zero Emissions Future.

Luke Tipping, invisible power, digital photograph,
2022

Eva Del Neel, Homegrown Tomatoes,
digital photograph, 2022
Artist Statement: Moving toward a zero
emissions future has inspired gardening in
the general population. As we each take
care of our own little place in the world
through growing a few herbs, fruits, or
lettuces we cut down on the whole cycle of
using fossil fuels from the farmers to the
trucks to the shops. The pleasure of
having a few growing plants increases our
connection to nature and our own personal
health.

Artist Statement: Our energy sector should be in
sync with nature, no over consumption or damage
to nature. I wish to see a cycle where nature is the
overall winner in the consumption of energy and
negating emissions, whether we take while giving
back what we owe. I shot this with an infrared
camera and the colour of the trees indicates that
the trees are in good health.

